Enjoy the Luxury ME Cabo
Hotel in Cabo San Lucas,
Mexico
Located on the southern tip of the Baja California peninsula
in Mexico, Cabo San Lucas is a popular tourist mecca. Gorgeous
white sand beaches and pulsating nightlife, plus an abundance
of outdoor water sports lure people from all around the world.
The reopened ME Cabo hotel is an ideal place to stay and enjoy
a Cabo vacation.
ME Cabo hotel just completed a $16 million renovation. This
luxury hotel underwent extensive changes to all of its guest
rooms and suites, in addition to public spaces.
The Cabo hotel also formed a partnership with Blue Marlin
Ibiza, the acclaimed, international lifestyle brand. ME by
Meliá is a worldwide, experience-based lifestyle brand from
Meliá Hotels International. In a collaboration with Blue
Marlin Ibiza, they jointly created Blue Marlin Ibiza Los
Cabos. It will become the first beach club in the Americas.
It’s also the first location at a hotel. Blue Marlin Ibiza Los
Cabos is scheduled to open later this year, in November 2016.
Blue Marlin Ibiza Los Cabos will be a trendy, multi-concept
poolside beach club. Enjoy terrific local cuisine and awesome
cocktails by day. When the sun sets, the beach club really
comes alive with music from cutting-edge DJs. The club
atmosphere will be electric and will definitely be a top,
local attraction.

Mattia Ulivieri is the managing Director for Blue Marlin Ibiza
Group and stated “We are thrilled to bring the spirit of Blue
Marlin Ibiza to the Americas at ME Cabo. The resort and locale
offer the perfect blend of sun, sea and international
travelers looking for a world-class nightlife experience.”
To kick off the opening of Blue Marlin Ibiza Los Cabos later
this year, there will be monthly series offered. “Pop You Up”
themed parties will be available to showcase the top notch DJs
and offer an intro of the beach club’s atmosphere. The current
schedule of planned events are:
·
·
·
·
·
·

June 4 – Pop You Up Kick-Off Party The Rise of the Phoenix
July 2 – Pop You Up 2nd Edition
August 6 – Pop You Up White Party
September 17 – Pop You Up Made in Mexico
October 22 – Pop You Up Grand Finale
November 19 – Blue Marlin Ibiza Los Cabos Grand Opening

A summary of the comprehensive renovation at ME Cabo hotel
includes the brand’s presidential suite standard, named Suite
ME. For use while hosting private parties, enjoy a miniature
production booth. Celebrity DJs can play pulsating music and
entertain your guests in VIP style. The luxury suite merges

three separate with a gorgeous, grand stairway.
The ME Cabo hotel also updated its portfolio of popular
restaurants and bars. TullPu is a new signature Peruvian
restaurant concept that features authentic, Mexican cuisine
and great tasting Pisco cocktails. The most popular bar at Me
Cabo is Rose Bar. This bar features the best, international
DJs. Relax and socialize in the new, members-only Sub Rosa
lounge.

Cabo
San
Lucas
is
a
great
destination anytime of the year.
Consider a stay at the CE Cabo
hotel. Enjoy all Cabo has to offer
and be treated to a wonderful VIP
experience. Follow our luxury blog
for more luxury travel stories.
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